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3. MOHPHOLOaY

3*0 Word Glasses

It is impractioable to speak of *'parts of speech*' in Waljbiri
or even of form-olasses. There are no formal distinctions between the va-
rious classes of v/ords; the same word may serve as verb or noun and even ad-
jective according to need* Something may depend on the position of the
word in the liutteranoc, e,g. a descriptive word always follows its hea^d-word,
as in bulga janu, 'the old man has gone', but malu bulga, 'old-man kangaroo'.
Some words, of course, do not alternate im this w^, but others do.

The same diffioully arises in classifying the suffixes which indi-
cate grammatical relationships in the language. In many languages suffixes
can be set out as suffixes to nouns and suffixes to verbs respectively, but
in V/aljbiri, many suffixes are found with both types of word, so that here,
too, there is no sharp line of demarcation possible in the funotioois of the
suffixes* The suffixes -gu, -gura and -waqu arc found with both noun and
verb functioning words, although in the latter case they occur with a spe-
cial form of the verb that may be regarded as closely related to a noun.

It is best, therefore, in V/'aljbiri, to leave the word-classes largely
indotaiminate, though it is sometimes convenient to speak of nouns, verbs,
adject4vrQf,e4*o! this usage, when followed here, will refer to the functio-
ning of a v/ord in a particular context, and not necessarily to its absolute
naturo, and is to be regarded rather as a shorthand way of saying .' adjective •

functioning word' ,, and so on*

Two typos of suffixes will be distinguished: derivational and inflec-
tional., giving raise to two main word-classes, derivational compounds and
inflootional oon5)ounds» Inflectional suffixes can be* superadded to derivati-
onal oonipounds,^ which then come to function as though they were simple roots.

V/aljbiri indicates- grammatical relationship entirely by means of suffix-
es; prefixes do not occur in the language* The rank or order of the suffix-
es is important* In the following sections, derivational suffixes- are trea-
ted first, as these are all suffixes of the first rank, i.e. they follow
the stem immediately. Next the inflectional suffixes are treated, in order
of occurrence from the stem (simple or derived) outwards*

5*1* Derivation .

3*1,0. Max^ of the basic words in Waljbiri are simple, indivisble
stems, with a radical meanings either verb, noun or adjective in function,
but at the same time these classes, as stated above, are not closed to e?,oh
other* Thus: jaba, 'person'; 'gugunu, 'younger brother' ; 'i3aba, 'water'

i

'rain'; but it is also possible to use such words as qualifiers, e.g. wi-
djini, 'a sore', *3oro (adj,)'; or 'bulga, 'old man', 'aged'. In otyer oases
derivational suffixes are added, or in the case of stems that function chiefly
or only as verbs, auxiliary words are added to the simple roots to derive
other types of stems. Thus 'wangaKi, 'living', is defined by an auxiliary.
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G,g» 'wangatu *djari, *bo or becoming living'; 'wangahi mani, 'to make live,

to hoal'

,

3.1»1. Some suffixes are found vd.th certain words, which appear, in- the

modem language, at least, to have no moaning, and are dropped in the proces-
ses of derivation and inflection. Such a suffix is -(m)ba, as in *milba, 'eye'

^ 'milgari, 'blind in one eye'. The root mil is Common Australian; the suf-
fix -ba is not, though found in certain definite are^s of the continent, where
it seems to be some type of now disregarded class marker*
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3f, Infleotional Suffixes ,

3,41, Inlfeotional suffixes oonfin'?d to noun-funotianing roots.

The suffixes that fall under this heading are those of number and
oase. Of the former there are fives

-wadi shows the dual numbers rjarga, 'man' > rj^^rgawadi, ' t^-vo men'

;

lurjgada, 'rain stone (magio stone^) )I| lur)gadawadi

-djara dual num.bers wulia, 'foot' ^ wuliadjargaj rjarga, 'man' >
riargadjara; wiria, 'boy'^> wiriadjara,

-bandji pluraliseri r^arga, 'man' ;> rjargabandji, 'men'; ganda,
'womanV^- gandabandji, 'women',

-ra pluraliser used with some pronominally functioning rootss
jali > jalimbu, 'third person singular'^ jalirabura, 'those
things. It does not appear to be used personally; the

personal plural is jalibandji, 'those people'.

Apart from the last-mentioned there does not seem to be any limitation;
on the use lof the suffixes;. One or other is used optionally. These
are rank two suffixes, e,g. mil-gari-bandji-li, ' one eyed persons' (op-
erative oase)'. As a rule, the inflectional suffixes oarmot be suffixes
of the first rank unless they are added directly to a simple root-stem:
madugudja-bandji-li galu njanu banji, 'they are fighting about women'.
In many oases, if the context makes the number clear - v^/hioh it can do
grammatically through verbal inflection - the specific number signs can
boomitted: rjarga mi balgu galu, 'only the men came back', where galu
makes the number clear. In some cases the meaning is left to be gathered
from the universe of discourse', e,g, rjarga jalimbudju bugulbawarjU, 'those
men without ffiendliness, i.e. those men that arc not friendly' - the
fact that wo are looking at more than one man is relied on to make the

plural sense clear in the given instance.



A. SuffixQg of Tense and Mood,

Aa indioativQ and an imperative mood are rooognisod formallj'^. Of these,

the indio'Ktive shows three' types:, eaoh with a past and a non-past tense:

PAST NON-PAST

Type 1
Type 2

Type 3

-dja
-nu -ni

-noi

In type 1, non-past, V = any vowel, but in practice only -a and -i are found,

Bxamples of eaoh type are as follows

5

mOrllSE

talk
return
sit, stay
blow
fall

out
take

sing
look for

see
oarxy
strike
give

YPE



5.7^B,2, Sxpression of Person and Number,

5, Person and number in the verb are expressed by a series of suffixes
whioh always take the final plaoe in a conrpound (e]E3opt that the emphatio suf-
fix -dju (5.2,) may yet follow). These do not vaiy for tense, but there are
different uses of them in different tenses*

The root forms of the suffixes are as set out be?ow» There are throe
persons and three numbers, f^nd in the first person dual and plural there are
two forms, (i) 'inclusive', including the person or persons addressed, and
(il) exolusiv'^, excluding the addresseeCs). Saoh suffix has two forms, one
expressing the subject, the other the object, of a verb,

OBJECT

-dja, -dju, -dji.
-rigu

-la or -^

-rjali

-djaraiQU

-riufoula

-bala, -balaqu

-liba
-nalu
-njara
-djana.

The majority of these forms are clearly related to the independent pro-
nominal series (6.1.). The latter is used before the verb only for emphasi
but takes the oaso-suffixes the same as do other nouns in other grammatical
i^?lationships.



4, 2» In the statGment, word-order is to a largo e?xtent free, with certain
tendonoies but fow fixed rules* One nearly fixed rulie is that a determiner
follows a nucleus. This applies primarily to words fi'unotionally adjectival,
e.g. maligi wangatu, 'a live dog', as against maligi ^ga wangafu, 'the dog is
alive' » A suffix added to a nucleus is usually repeaated after each of the de-
tcraiiners (3,6.). A3 pointed out there, however, it is possible to have a de-
terminer before a nucleus - mostly demonstratives, su^ch as jali, 'that', which
can function as a nucleus itself as well as being use^d as a determiner. It is
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undoubtedly this double funGtioning that allows such words to take either plaoe
in the utti^ranoe,

4.5, In verbal phrases, however, the tense and mood markers, plus their
suffixes of person and number, may either precede or follow the verb with its
tense; or mood ending, 'They olean it up' may be either mogo galu or galu mogo.

There does not appear to be any differenoe. Certain words, however, tend to

bo placed normally at the beginning of an utterance, and these attract the

person and number suffixes to themselves, as has been explained in: 3»7»B, 2,

(vi«) This attraction ohaoterises most of the V/^stem Desert languages but is
not limited to them. As a common principj-e, Waljbiri gives precedence to t,^
stressed idea within the statement, whether it be subject, object or other ele-
ment,, and the free use of the emphatic suffixe -dju -^ -dji (5.2.) allows con-
siderable scope for variation of emphasis^ Objects may precede the verbs amli-
gi galu iQarmini banugara, 'dogs they increase (ceremonially till they are) nu-
merous'. This produces a marked contrast to the more normal subject-predicate
order: djai^anba njinadjalba, 'the opossums were sitting*; rjabalgu dja:i gari-
dja, 'the water stopped him ' (both from mythological texts).

4.4. Coordination carries the day over subordination, and conjunctive pa3>-
tioles are very few: maligl maru danijalba njinadja mada djaridja, 'the black
dog stayed permanently (because) he was tired' (Dog Myth); jumurala buraja,
jibariga jirandjila, 'singe the kangaroo (and) put it in the oven'; gabulu mara
binagulba r)alibaliba janini, 'they probably knx?w (that) we wore coming'; njundu
bina gadulu nuridju manda, 'do you know (how) to do this?; jibudjgura djaba,
baiga, '(if) he is going to the bush ask him, 'ask him whether fee is going to
the bush'; warjgajala jariulidjara jani, 'tell him (that) we two will go togethor.
The avoidance of subordination appears in the treatment of conditions. This
has been ouitlined in 3.7.B..^, s.v. participial suffixes. See especially § 3.
The use of participles in -ra eliminates the need for a conjunction joining co-
ordinate clauses.

^•5. The only exception to this lack of connective particles is the word
gadji- (3.7.B.5), balanced usually by gabu—. Those are two of the words which
attract personal suffixes to themselves, e.g. gadji-nba Hlgi binji, gabu-na-
3QgU binji, 'if you break it I'll hit you'; gadji-nba jani jarudju, janudjana
bul madaga, 'if you go quicMy you will capture them*. This gadji-, however,
does not appear in negative; utterances, being replaced by one of the partici-
pial forms based on the -ndja ending of the verbal noun; nja-ndja-war)U-dju
gabu-na njdjia ji-ndja-war)u, 'if I don't see you I can't give it to you'. It
is v/orth noticing that gabu-, used without a priroeding gadji-, indicates in-
tention or destijiy: gabu-na janini, 'I am to oomo'j gabu-na binji, 'let mo
strike him'.
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